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Abstra t

We present an open-sour e software pa kage written for GNU O tave. The software is an implementation of the Simplex algorithm for the minimal ost network
ow problem oriented towards the a ademi environment. The implementation
supports the use of Big-M and Phase I/Phase II methods and it an also start
from a given feasible solution. Flexibility of the pa kage's output onguration
provides many attra tive possibilities. The outputs are plain editable L TEX les
that an be modied and or hestrated to t most a ademi needs. It an be used
in examination materials, homework assignments or even form part of a proje t.
The format used to des ribe the network is the DIMACS min le format to whi h
a simple extension was added in order to support the des ription of feasible trees
in the le.
A
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Introdu tion

Network ow is one of the most important bran hes of optimization not
only be ause of the large variety of real-life problems that
but mainly be ause they

an be solved very e iently.

an be modeled

The minimal

ost

network ow (MCF) problem has re eived a lot of attention partly be ause
advan es in pro essing

apa ity makes it possible to solve larger and larger

problems. One of the dominant algorithms for solving the MCF problem is
the Simplex [3℄ for MCF algorithm [1℄. A solid understanding of it's internals
is paramount in order for the next generation of professional to develop on
the subje t. This software aims at fa ilitating this purpose.
Edu ational software for the undergraduate student has been in the rise
sin e the popularization of higher level languages su h as Matlab
O tave [7℄, Mathemati
and demos that

R
a ,

R

[5℄, GNU

S ilab, et . Spe ially with the advent of tutorials

an be played-ba k and manipulated inside these softwares.

The possibility of extending the original software with libraries and pa kages
has a

elerated the adoption of su h softwares.

We present an open-sour e software pa kage written in O tave/Matlab

R

language for GNU O tave. The software is an implementation of the Simplex
algorithm for the minimal
towards a ademi

ost network ow problem with an orientation

uses. The main purpose is to show step by step the tasks

undertaken by this Simplex algorithm while solving a problem.
The problem of minimal ost network ow problem belongs to the network
ow domain and

an be des ribed briey as follows.

G = (N, A)

N

where

and

A

Given the network

are the sets of nodes and ar s respe tively. We

seek to minimize

X

(s,e)∈A

flow(s, e) × cost(s, e),

onsidering the asso iated ar
tion of node ow

onservation.

apa ity

(1)

onstrains along with the assump-

It is well known that this problem

solved with a Simplex MCF algorithm. The maximization

an be

ounterpart

an

be trivially solved by minimizing the negative of expression (1). Given the
dire t mapping between the minimization of the network ow problem and
the assignation problem, this last
simple map.

an also be solved by GNU Oox using a
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2

About the pa kage

The software pa kage is an implementation of the Simplex MCF algorithm
with a variety of sele table options whi h dene how the algorithm will perform its tasks. Due to the nature of this software the
are separated in two groups:
is solved and parameters that

onguration options

parameters related to the way the problem
ontrol the graphi al output.

We begin by

des ribing the options related to the algorithm, followed by the graphi al
output options.
In order to solve problems without a feasible starting point, GNU Oox
has implemented both the Big-M and Phase I/Phase II methods. But it
start from a feasible solution given in advan e.

an

It is also possible to stop

the Simplex algorithm at a given iteration and retrieve all the information
regarding that state.

This is quite an attra tive option for writing exami-

nations or for experimenting with new variations of problems, among other
alternatives. In the event of multiple hoi es for in-bound or out-bound ar s,
Dantzig's rule is used, but implementing other rules is quite simple.
One of the main features of this pa kage is the graphi al output, when
enabled it produ es a page summarizing the problem to be solved: graph,
ar

bounds and

osts, a table of oer/demands and a legend. Then for ea h

Simplex iteration it displays the task to exe ute on the

urrent graph tree, the

resulting new graph tree after updating. It also shows updated redu ed
table, and a summary of the

osts

urrent state: obje tive, ows, et . After solving

the problem it outputs on a separate page the optimal solution, obje tive
and shows the ows on the graph.
and

depth

If ne essary it

an display the

arrays. Colors and the size of graphs is fully

thread

ustomizable. The

urrent version support the english and spanish languages but adding a new
language is not

ompli ated. In regard to the graphi al output engine, this

pa kage relies on two

A
omponents, the L
TEX[6℄ typesetting system and the

dot program of the GraphViz software[4℄.

Figure 1 shows a tipi al example of

graphi al output. The following paragraph presents some te hni al details.
The GNU Oox pa kage
onguration routine

onsists of the

oflox onfig.

oflox

fun tion and the auxiliary

This main fun tion requires two param-

eters, the network des ription le and a onguration stru ture that indi ates
what to do and how.
ies the network

The network des ription le is a text le that spe -

hara teristi s: number of nodes and node requirements,

ar s and their bounds. The format used to des ribe the network is the well
known DIMACS min format [2, Se tion 7℄. In its most purest form the

oflox
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Fig. 1:

ost network ow problem
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Example showing a tipi al iteration graphi al output.

fun tion returns the obje tive

ost, the ar

ow to attain the given obje tive

ost, the number of iteration required and, if applies, the number of Phase
I iterations. In order to use the full extent of the pa kage, it is ne essary
to set-up the

onguration stru ture using the

oflox onfig

routine. To be

able to retrieve a feasible solution from the network le a simple extension
was added to the DIMACS min le format that supports the des ription of
feasible trees in the le. To output the graphi al steps of the algorithm, two
A
type of les are generated per Simplex iteration: L
TEX les

ontaining the

textual information and DOT format les

ontaining the information ne es-

sary to re onstru t the graph trees of the

urrent state. On e the problem

is solved, the DOT les are

ompiled to PostS ript pi tures and in luded in

A
the master L
TEX do ument. This do ument an be ompiled to DVI or PDF
do ument formats. The urrent implementation has a minimal working set

of features

ompatible with Matlab

R,

of available features for this system.

but there are plans to extend the list
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Final remarks

We presented a GNU O tave add-on pa kage that solves the MCF problem.
The software is oriented to edu ational purposes. Flexibility of the output
onguration of the software pa kage provides many attra tive possibilities.
It

an be used to produ e not only examination materials but also generate

homework assignments or even be used as part of a proje t task. The nal
A
outputs are plain L
TEX les that

an be modied and or hestrated into ea h

individual needs. The pa kage is being su

essfully used in the undergraduate

ourse of Network ows (CO5422) of the Universidad Simón Bolívar sin e
2010.
page:

This add-on pa kage

an be freely downloaded from the proje t's

http:// ode.google. om/p/gnuoflox.
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